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Retrospective and Selected Implications for the 
Media & Entertainment Technology Industry
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CES, the Consumer Technology Association’s monolithic annual show in Las Vegas, made a strong return to form 
this year after two difficult years affected by the pandemic. 2023 attendance reached 115K attendees, a strong step 
towards the 160-170K averages prior to the pandemic and a surpassing of expectations given a lackluster 40K 
attendees in 2021 during the COVID-19 Omicron surge.

A number of macro factors loomed over consumers and the industry coming into this year’s show. A cooling global 
economy, slowing consumer spending due to inflation concerns, and supply chain constraints over the last two 
years were all question marks affecting outlooks for the CE industry – as well as expectations for this year’s CES.

The consumer electronics supply chain faced issues through much of 2022, and there have been mixed signs of 
relief. While memory and some types of semiconductors saw a glut develop over 2022 that isn’t likely to be 
relieved until the latter half of 2023 by some estimates, some semiconductor categories continue to see supply 
constraints, particularly for automotive. With the recent late-2022 disruptions caused as a result of China’s Zero-
COVID policy, it is likely that the supply chain will remain somewhat of a wildcard in terms of both capacity and 
labor through the end of 2023.
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At CES, companies and executives acknowledged that the supply chain is still seeing issues but has improved, and 
industry adaptation over the last two years has resulted in an increased ability to blunt the impact of supply chain 
issues. In general, the supply chain did not seem to be as significant a top-of-mind issue for companies at the show 
compared to CES 2022. These concerns notwithstanding, they were not immediately discernable from the tempo of 
the show, as there was considerable energy and intention among attendees for discovery, learning, and 
dealmaking.

CES has long morphed away from strictly being about consumer electronics and grown to a show with sprawling 
coverage of the consumer technology landscape; it is easy to be overwhelmed by so many announcements and 
companies across so many industry areas. For those interested in media and entertainment, it can be difficult to 
extract what is truly relevant to the industry amid the flood of information that occurs every year during CES.
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This piece is thus intended to focus on and extract some of the aspects, developments, and announcements of CES 
2023 that were the most relevant to the media and entertainment technology sector. The following stood out as 
some of the most significant:

The smart TV was the focal video entertainment consumption device of the show.Though smartphones and tablets 
were certainly present, most of the mobile device ecosystem is waiting until MWC Barcelona (or Samsung 
Unpacked) to showcase new mobile devices, capabilities, and content partnerships. Also, there were few to no new 
external streaming dongles and sticks debuting at the show. The smart TV was the primary device showcased for 
content consumption.

The continuing improvement in performance and affordability of smart TVs is limiting the potential for further 
growth of the external streaming device market. Though the market for external devices will persist quite a while 
due to their low cost of entry, the smart TV should be considered the backbone of home entertainment consumption 
in media and entertainment strategy planning.
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The intensification of the smart TV platform race 
was perhaps the most significant story of CES 
relevant to the media & entertainment technology 
audience. The smart TV business model is no 
longer defined by just the transactional revenue at 
the time of sale of the device but also the long-
term recurring revenue from monetizing the 
related data for advertising and measurement 
purposes. Smart TV platform owners possess 
ultimate control of the point of entertainment 
aggregation - as well as the related monetization. 
Moves by independent, smart TV platform players, 
both old and new, at CES, reaffirmed this 
importance.
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Roku announced its move into its own branded TVs, balancing potential 
alienation of existing brand partners against increased control of both the 
total Roku TV experience in its sets and the related revenue streams. 
Hisense’s own smart TV platform spinoff - VIDAA OS - finally made its 
official high-profile CES entrance to the US market, with Hisense now 
hedging its bets across five different platforms in the US including its 
own. Skyworth demonstrated its in-house Coolita OS smart TV platform 
that is used on selected TVs outside the US market. Xperi showcased 
Vestel’s launch of TVs utilizing Xperi’s TiVo OS smart TV platform, the 
recently-unified combination of its Stream TV efforts and Vewd OS that 
leverages the company’s metadata. Germany’s Foxxum was also present at 
CES, announcing international customers now using its RDK-based 
Foxxum OS 4 smart TV platform that it was demonstrating at CES. 
Comcast and Charter announced a new partner for their Xumo smart TV 
OS, a rebranding of the former XClass TV platform.
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Overall, the next two years will see heavy competition in the smart TV platform race. Advertisers, 
licensees of measurement data, and smart TV app developers will face a rising need to engage 
with a broader variety of smart TV platforms in the market.
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The smart TV market now has seven competitors with a vertical integration play – 
Samsung, LG, Vizio, Roku, Amazon, Hisense, and Skyworth. As of CES 2023, the market also 
has no fewer than eight licensable smart TV platforms - Samsung Tizen, LG webOS, Roku 
TV, Android TV/Google TV, Fire TV Edition, TiVo OS, VIDAA, Coolita, and Xumo. This 
increasingly-crowded battle in the smart TV platform market is no longer just about the 
traditional heavyweights (Samsung, LG, Vizio, Roku, Google, Amazon) and major TV brands 
and markets; it is also now increasingly about the independent platforms taking on these 
heavyweights for wins and penetration growth via 2nd / 3rd-tier TV brands and cost-
sensitive segments and niches. Roku’s move into its own branded TVs has created further 
flux in the competitive equilibrium.
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While the usual headline-grabbing debut of CES showcase features from major brands was still occurring at this 
year’s show, such as “almost wireless” TVs and larger OLED screen sizes, the majority of advancements shown at 
the show relevant to the mainstream market were incremental improvements in picture quality, brightness, and 
efficiency. Major brands are increasingly differentiating from competitors by using AI to automatically adjust 
picture quality and modes on the fly based on content type and room lighting. 8K resolution remained a niche 
capability this year, with only Samsung truly promoting TVs and projectors utilizing 8K. The substantive lack of 8K 
content at this time, and high streaming bandwidth requirement, continue to relegate the resolution to novelty 
status for the time being. TV makers are instead focused on maximizing today’s 4K experience for consumers.

The absence of any revolutionary developments relevant to the mainstream makes it likely that most consumers 
buying TVs in the year ahead will continue to concentrate on the classic fundamentals of screen size and picture 
quality – with an increased focus on value and discounts.
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Major TV brands are leveraging audio to a growing degree to enhance the 
overall entertainment experience, grow revenues via attachment 
purchases, and differentiate their offerings. Every top TV brand showed 
same-branded soundbars at CES. Traditional leaders Samsung and LG also 
demonstrated the latest iterations of their respective technologies that 
allow the multiple speakers of their higher-end TV models to work in 
coordination with the speakers within their higher-end soundbars to deliver 
optimized positional audio utilizing all available speakers. Samsung 
showcased updates to their high-end TVs’ audio processing capabilities for 
improved ability to analyze on-screen action and to place related audio in 
positional audio space correlating to what is on screen, among other 
enhancements. While many brands offer soundbars, certain TV makers are 
choosing to differentiate their products by investing in added value via 
more intelligent audio processing and auto-configuration.
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Consumers’ collective ability to enjoy higher-quality audio in the video consumption experience at home is expected to continue to rise. 
Content creators and services best able to leverage these increasing audio capabilities (such as taking advantage of a greater average number 
of discrete or virtualized audio channels and greater likelihood of positional audio capabilities from Dolby and DTS presently) to increase the 
impact and immersion of the entertainment consumption experience, can potentially drive more sustained levels of higher viewer 
engagement.
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Overall, trends evident at CES 2023 in soundbars from TV makers include a continuing push of positional audio 
capabilities (Dolby Atmos, DTS:X) in either discrete or virtualized form downward to more affordable models; 
microphone-based room sampling for automatic sound optimization by top models; automatic configuration, 
unified control, and unique capability when combined with same-brand TVs; and enhanced décor-friendly form 
factor, size, mounting, finish, and color considerations. TV brands are doubling down on soundbars, realizing that 
they are increasingly requisite purchases for today’s TV buyers that offer a sizeable revenue opportunity provided 
the value proposition to consumers is appealing. More important for the media and entertainment sector, the TV 
makers have also realized that audio is a significant factor in overall consumer satisfaction and engagement levels 
when it comes to entertainment consumption experiences.
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Though overall cloud gaming adoption by the mainstream remains limited, its prominence as a value-
added differentiating feature on TVs from two of the TV market’s heavyweight brands will continue to 
drive awareness and adoption upward. Restrained consumer spending over the next two years may 
drive increased consumer trial and subscription of cloud gaming services as an alternative to the high 
entry costs of current-gen game consoles.

CES 2023
Cloud gaming services are also increasingly part of the value-added feature set of major smart TV brands’ platform 
differentiation initiatives
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Samsung and LG both launched support for cloud gaming services on select models 
on their smart TV platforms last year. This year, both companies pushed further into 
offering cloud gaming with announcements at CES; Samsung announced over 1000 
games were now available across the cloud gaming services within its Gaming Hub 
on its smart TVs, and LG’s updated webOS 2023 smart TV interface now offers a 
specific LG Game Card area with multiple cloud gaming services.
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CES 2023’s very busy West Hall demonstrated that today’s frontline in the battle 
for control of the connected consumer experience is no longer the home, the 
devices within, or the mobile phone – it has moved to the in-car infotainment 
experience. This was exemplified within Google’s typically-massive two-story 
Central Plaza structure at CES, where the company committed a significant 
amount of space to accommodate two cars so that show-goers could experience 
its Android Automotive and Android Auto visions of in-car infotainment. Amazon 
was also present at West Hall with automobiles to demonstrate its In-Car 
Entertainment with Fire TV Built-in experience. Carmakers Hyundai, Polestar, 
and BYD announced plans to incorporate NVIDIA’s GeForce NOW cloud gaming 
service into their in-car infotainment experiences. 3SS, a company traditionally 
associated with home media & entertainment user experiences, was also at CES 
2023 discussing its solutions for in-car entertainment experiences and how to 
unify them with in-home and mobile experiences.
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The automotive infotainment market has traditionally been a fragmented one, with a variety of players including 
the automakers themselves handling the in-car infotainment experience and applications. In recent years, 
automakers have gradually bowed to consumer pressure and adopted universal support for Apple CarPlay and 
Google’s Android Auto - projected interfaces and experiences from smartphones that ride atop the car’s existing 
infotainment system experience. Now, Google, Apple, and Amazon are each working to have automakers integrate 
their infotainment experiences more deeply into the car at the OS or application layer levels.

Google’s Android Automotive infotainment operating system (AAOS), evolving in its branding to being increasingly 
referred to by automakers as “Google Built-in” so as to not be confused with the Android Auto projected interface 
standard, arguably has a significant lead over its consumer ecosystem competitors in infotainment layer traction in 
the auto industry. AAOS is a full infotainment OS, already deployed and in the field on over 30 car models already 
launched or currently shipping. The company is following a strategy not dissimilar to its successful path on the 
operator set-top box front with Android TV Operator Tier, allowing automakers to customize and differentiate user 
experiences atop the Google-supplied-and-maintained OS underneath.
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Google’s traction notwithstanding, Apple and Amazon’s visions for 
the car were also frequently discussed in West Hall conversations, 
and it is clear that all three ecosystem companies are vying for 
long-term presence in the car at a deeper integration level. All 
three players as a result are expected to increase in their influence 
and control over in-car consumption of audio and video by drivers 
and passengers – and drive greater integration with each of their 
ecosystems at the device, standards, application, voice assistant, 
and personalization levels.

Streaming video applications for the car and related in-car content consumption 
scenarios are a growing reality that content owners, services, and solution 
vendors should increasingly consider in long-term platform expansion strategies.
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AR / XR / VR peripherals continue to evolve and improve, but declines in adoption indicate mainstream consumer 
traction for these immersive technologies as well as the metaverse remains nascent at best at the current time
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The show saw activity in this area from both high-end vendors as well as a new mainstream consumer electronics 
vendor. HTC debuted its new VIVE XR Elite flagship headset with unique features, Sony showcased its new PSVR2 
gaming headset, and new market entrant TCL announced a VR headset as well as AR-enabled glasses. Along with 
other announcements at CES, it was clear that the foundational hardware needed to enable AR and VR usage 
within the mainstream continues to advance. Consumers however declined in their adoption of AR and VR 
hardware year-over-year in 2022, and this is likely to continue for at least the near term - lean economic times 
ahead are expected to temper consumer demand for the high-priced peripherals.

The hardware for immersive experiences continues to mature and evolve but has yet to truly achieve truly mainstream-friendly size, weight, 
form factor, and price dimensions. The gaming audience remains immersive technology’s primary market within the consumer sector. Creative 
non-gaming applications exploiting immersive technologies and the metaverse for retail, education, and the enterprise are in contrast 
continuing to grow. However, these technologies’ relevance to mainstream consumers – and by extension their potential for the media and 
entertainment industry – remains constrained as long as the enabling hardware remains at niche adoption levels.
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CES 2023 remained a largely CE hardware-centric show, with major announcements in terms of content, streaming services, and media and 
entertainment technology instead certain to come at NAB 2023 in a few months.

There were only a handful of 
announcements at the show related to 
the content and services side of the 
equation. Samsung announced that the 
Samsung TV Plus FAST service had now 
reached over 1800 channels globally, 
with more than 50 owned and operated 
channels. LG announced that 
Paramount+ would become available on 
LG smart TVs in several new countries.
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As the CE industry looks to a potentially lean near-future, it is clear that evolutionary changes and refinement were 
largely the themes at CES 2023 for the devices (and related price ranges) most relevant to the consumption of 
media and entertainment. Companies are more conservative and iterative this year, reflecting an overall industry 
outlook of having to adjust strategy sails to weather a potentially difficult 1–2-year period of weaker consumer 
spending ahead.

In retrospect on the event itself, CES 2023 affirmed that both it and the industry's appreciation of in-person events 
are back. There are still unsettled questions, however, about its implications for next year's event and tradeshows 
in general. 
 
The CES exposure/awareness/communication formula has changed since pre-pandemic, with many companies 
shifting to virtual press conferences during 2020 and/or 2021; as a result have changed their strategies as to what 
is shown on the show floor and what is discussed during press conferences. The low attendance at CES 2022 and 
the variable of COVID surges may have caused continued conservatism in exhibitors' show strategies for CES, 
affecting the perceived value of physical/live attendance for some attendees.

CES 2023
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Some attendees wondered “where were the products” after some companies’ press conferences on Media Day 2 – 
products were for many companies instead announced in embargoed briefings or media kits to the press prior to 
the show and/or were showcased in-person at Media Day 1 pre-show events and offsite demo events instead of in 
press conferences. In some cases, booths for major companies were noticeably smaller or less-filled with physical 
product compared to pre-pandemic.
These are not necessarily unexpected for this year, which can be seen as the true transition year for CES back to 
relatively normal after the show’s 2021 cancellation and its 2022 heavily-Omicron-crippled attendance. It is still 
uncertain whether these aforementioned show strategy adjustments by companies will remain permanent.

CES 2024 is expected to be a return to nearly the 160-170K attendance levels of old, and it will be a better 
measure of where the new post-COVID-era equilibrium of show-related communications, presence, product 
exhibition, and public presentation will ultimately settle for exhibiting companies.

CES 2023, in the meantime, comfortably remains as a solid confidence-inspiring affirmation that the show is 
returning to the spirit and attendance of the pre-COVID CES shows of old.
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